Little Blow Top

Paper: Standard origami paper, 5 7/8 inch (15 cm).
Begin white side up.

1. Valley fold horizontally, vertically and diagonally in both directions. Unfold.

2a. Blintz fold.
2b. Blintz completed. Next view is enlarged.

3. Valley fold and unfold. Turn over.

4. Blintz fold and unfold. Turn over.

5. Collapse to Windmill Base using existing creases: pinch corners together and fold sides in to center. Model is 3D.

6. Fold each flap down to the right. Next view is enlarged.


8. Valley fold.
9. Valley fold.

10. Lift flap and valley fold under flap.

11. Lift flap B up so that it's out of the way.

12a. Flap B not shown. Valley fold and unfold then Mountain fold.

12b. Flap B not shown. Completed. Return Flap B.

13. Valley fold Flap D under Flap C.

14. Form propeller by folding each flap up. Model is 3D. Turn over.

15. Reinforce mountain folds to form center of gravity point. Turn over.

16. Shape flaps to balance around center.

Blow in the center to spin!
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